
Our growing company is hiring for a commercial supervisor. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for commercial supervisor

Actively involved in the hiring process
In partnership with, and at the direction of, Portfolio Management, ultimately
responsibile for ensuring 100% of lease key dates are met (option renewals,
early terminations, ) by ensuring delivery of option exercise/decline notices,
amendments, letters, etc, pursuant to the specifications set forth in the lease
Responsible for drafting, reviewing, providing comments, and approving of
lease amendments prepared by lease administrators or landlords for a retail
portfolio of 6,000+/- leases
Provides management with input on the development of unique
state/business requirements
Tracks, analyzes and reports on historical production inventory data to
determine trends in work volume
Ensure the efficient and accurate tracking and recording of submitted Non
Standard Service Request (NSSR) documents
Ensure all information and correspondence in relation to NSSR’s is received,
recorded and tracked on the NSSR tracker database
Ensure all NSSR data, attachments and PWO’s (Project Work Orders) are
stored on the NSSR SharePoint Site
Manage, coordinate and track all NSSR associated meetings (Pre-Triage,
Triage, Vendor Meetings, other required meetings)
Plan all NSSR meetings with Outlook Calendar Management

Example of Commercial Supervisor Job Description
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May monitor and assess service, productivity and efficiency levels
May recommend and implement the achievement of process enhancements
Evaluates issues stemming from, or affecting, operations that cross other
lines of business
May manage bank conversions as they pertain to managed operational units
Assists in the promotion of innovation and ingenuity in addressing recurring
issues
Assists in developing overall operational plans for assigned areas of
operations


